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Abstract

District heating networks are commonly addressed in the literature as one of the most effective solutions for decreasing the 
greenhouse gas emissions from the building sector. These systems require high investments which are returned through the heat
sales. Due to the changed climate conditions and building renovation policies, heat demand in the future could decrease, 
prolonging the investment return period. 
The main scope of this paper is to assess the feasibility of using the heat demand – outdoor temperature function for heat demand 
forecast. The district of Alvalade, located in Lisbon (Portugal), was used as a case study. The district is consisted of 665 
buildings that vary in both construction period and typology. Three weather scenarios (low, medium, high) and three district 
renovation scenarios were developed (shallow, intermediate, deep). To estimate the error, obtained heat demand values were 
compared with results from a dynamic heat demand model, previously developed and validated by the authors.
The results showed that when only weather change is considered, the margin of error could be acceptable for some applications
(the error in annual demand was lower than 20% for all weather scenarios considered). However, after introducing renovation 
scenarios, the error value increased up to 59.5% (depending on the weather and renovation scenarios combination considered). 
The value of slope coefficient increased on average within the range of 3.8% up to 8% per decade, that corresponds to the 
decrease in the number of heating hours of 22-139h during the heating season (depending on the combination of weather and 
renovation scenarios considered). On the other hand, function intercept increased for 7.8-12.7% per decade (depending on the 
coupled scenarios). The values suggested could be used to modify the function parameters for the scenarios considered, and 
improve the accuracy of heat demand estimations.
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Abstract 

AP1000® is a Generation III+ reactor in which all safety systems relay on passive elements. AP1000 containment includes an In-
containment Refueling Water Storage Tank (IRWST), a stainless steel liner that acts as a heat sink, and a Passive Residual Heat 
Removal System (PRHRS).  In a containment Design Basis Accident (DBA) all these components are involved in the evolution 
of the accident and interact between each other. It is more difficult to model an AP1000 containment in comparison to other 
nuclear containments. The containment DBA modelling has been historically performed with Lumped Parameters Models 
(LPMs). The LPMs include several assumptions and hypotheses such as instantaneous mixing of the fluid inside a control 
volume, instantaneous contact of all thermal structures with the fluid inside a volume or neglecting three dimensional effects of 
the flow patterns, which can reduce the accuracy of the simulation in a complex containment like the AP1000. For this reason a 
three dimensional model of the AP1000 containment has been created with the GOTHIC code. A DBA is simulated in this model 
and results of pressure and temperature are obtained and analyzed. These results must be correctly treated and interpreted in 
order to compare them with LPM simulations. The results show that pressure distribution is homogeneous during the full 
transient, but temperature is not.  These differences can be important enough to be a starting point for the developing of a new 
and needed three dimensional analysis methodology.  
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1. Introduction 

The simulation of containment Design Basis Accidents (DBAs) is usually conducted with lumped parameter models for 
licensing analysis. The lumped parameters approach takes assumptions such as: instantaneous and complete mixing of the fluid 
inside a control volume, neglecting three dimensional effects of the flow patterns, instantaneous contact of all thermal structures 
with the fluid inside a control volume or neglecting forced convection. The codes normally used by Westinghouse Electric 
Company (WEC) for containment license analysis are WGOTHIC [1] or COCO [2], which are suitable to provide an adequate 
estimation of the overall peak temperature and pressure of the containment. However, given the complex geometry and 
phenomena inside an AP1000 and for the detailed study of the thermal-hydraulic behavior in every room and compartment of the 
containment building, it could be adequate to model the containment with a detailed three dimensional representation of the 
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geometry of the whole building. The main objective of this project is to simulate a LBLOCA in a three-dimensional AP1000 
containment model made in the UPM nuclear safety group.  

In the first part of the paper an introduction about DBA modeling and the GOTHIC code is presented. Secondly the AP1000 
containment model is presented, additionally some notes about its construction are given. Thirdly the M&E Release is presented, 
as well as the results of this release in the containment model. Finally some conclusions about the use of three-dimensional 
models are drawn.  

2. Containment DBA modelling  

DBAs simulations are the main standard for assessing the licensing requirements for a Nuclear Power Plant (NPP). The 
environmental conditions a containment must endure after an accident are also assessed through DBAs analyses. In the 
deterministic safety analysis approach, the accidents that can cause the worst conditions on are chosen.  

To calculate the pressure and temperature on the containment after an accident the lumped approach is accepted for licensing, 
for PWR containments see: [3], [4] or [5]. In addition, similar analyses of an AP1000 containment response can be found in [6] 
and [7]. The lumped parameters approach has assumptions such as instantaneous mixing of the fluid inside a control volume, 
neglecting three dimensional effects of the flow patterns, instantaneous contact of all thermal structures with the fluid inside a 
control volume, neglecting the thermal diffusion between control volumes or neglecting forced convection.  The use of lumped 
parameters approach was recommended because containment analysis involve very large volumes (typically 60000 m3), several 
species (air, steam) and phases (gas, liquid, drops) and a high energy jet (typically above 20000 kg/s).  

Lately, the present computer capabilities allow to create detailed three dimensional containment models. The first use of these 
models can be found in hydrogen analysis, see [8], [9] or [10]. The typical cell size of a three dimensional model is 1 meter, so 
flow patterns could be tracked and analyzed with an accuracy level unreachable for lumped models. IAEA and the OECD/NEA 
state that CFD codes are able to reproduce more accurately the thermal-hydraulic containment phenomenology [11,12].  

3. The GOTHIC code 

GOTHIC is an integrated, general purpose thermal-hydraulics software package for design, licensing, safety and operating 
analysis of nuclear power plant containments, confinement buildings and system components [13].  

GOTHIC can solve the conservation equations for mass, momentum and energy for multi-component, multi-phase flow for 
three fields: gas mixture, continuous liquid and droplets. A finite volume method is used, and cell volume and surface porosities 
are used to model complex geometries. It also includes full treatment of the momentum transport terms in multi-dimensional 
models, with optional models for turbulent shear and turbulent mass and energy diffusion. In contrast to standard CFD codes, 
GOTHIC does not have a body-fitted mesh capability. GOTHIC uses empirical 1D correlations for the heat transfer between the 
fluid and the structures rather than attempting to model the convection specifically. The subdivision of a volume into a multi-
dimensional grid is done in orthogonal coordinates exclusively. 

The 3D capabilities of GOTHIC in simulating basic flows, and in detail, hydrogen flows for containment analysis have been 
investigated extensively, simulating test in facilities like PANDA, CSTF, BFMC or CVTR, see [14], [15] and [16] for more 
details. In addition, GOTHIC has been used also for Generation III+ reactors, such as the AP600 and AP1000 [17], the ABWR 
[18], or the IRIS reactor [19]. The version of the code used in the present research is GOTHIC 8.0 (QA).   

4. AP1000 Containment Model 

The evolution of Generation II containments toward Generation III+ has brought some unique changes. The AP1000 
containment is a revolutionary model of the classic PWR containment [20]. One of the main changes, Fig 1, is that the liner is not 
attached to the concrete in the upper part. This space is reserved for air flowing to the outside and a water film flow that cools the 
steel containment through natural convection and evaporation. During normal operation it is passively cooled by atmospheric air. 
This system is called the Passive Containment Cooling System (PCCS). The classic PWR containment has evolved into the steel 
containment and the shield building. The steel containment is now simplified compared to classic PWR containments. 
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Fig 1. AP1000 Containment Layout. [20] 

One of the main elements of the AP1000 passive core cooling is the In-Containment Refueling Water Storage Tank (IRWST), 
which provides a suppression pool for steam release through the Automatic Depressurization System (ADS). Steam is released at 
high temperature and pressure in the IRWST, and then it is condensed avoiding a pressure increase in containment. The IRWST 
acts also as the sink for the water condensed in the containment liner. This systems are modelled in the three dimensional model. 
The IRWST is modelled as cells with a liquid volume fraction of 1, and the algorithm to detect liquid surfaces set to “global”.   

The containment 3D modelling in GOTHIC has followed the modelling steps given by Bocanegra et al. [21]. First, a detailed 
CAD model was created, a detailed followed by a simplified CAD model, and finally this model is imported into GOTHIC 
creating a TH model, Fig 2. The first steps of the model can be found in [22]. The GOTHIC AP1000 containment model includes 
the IRWST, PRHRS, ADS and the stainless steel liner. The model does not have an explicit simulation of the PCCS, a boundary 
condition is placed outside the metallic liner to simulate the circulating air. The circulating air is supposed to be at 25 °C, and the 
heat transfer coefficient is fixed to 25 W/m2K; these values are based on previous studies, [23]. 

The total number of cells is near 12750, with 30 grid lines in X, 25 in Y and 17 in Z, as there are some cells completely 
blocked the number of active cells was approximately 12000. The turbulence model selected was k-e and the molecular diffusion 
was enabled. The minimum porosity was set to 0.01 to avoid cells excessively blocked. The minimum porosity is defined as the 
minimum cell volume or cell face porosity that will be allowed in the model. If the calculated porosity is less than minimum 
porosity then the cell or cell face will completely blocked with a porosity value of zero, see [13] for more details. The matrix 
resolution was solved by the conjugate gradient method, the space differencing scheme was first order and the flux variables 
were calculated up stream (FOUP). 

The maximum time step was set to 0.003 sec. The control for the pressure change from one iteration to another was set to 6.9 
kPa. If the change in these controls exceeds a limit, the time step is reduced. Time step controls are the cell pressure change, the 
steam enthalpy change or the CFL condition. In this model the thermal structures are included, including walls, liner and 
equipment. The liner thermal conductor is connected to a temperature boundary condition of 25 ºC, which corresponds to the 
ambient temperature and a fixed HTC.  
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Fig 2. Detailed, Simplified CAD models and GOTHIC model 

5. Mass and Energy Release 

In order to obtain the boundary conditions for the GOTHIC model the LOCA mass and energy releases  are obtained from a 
TRACE model of the AP1000, for more details of this model see [24]. This model include the entire primary and secondary 
system, with high level of accuracy, all the main components such as Vessel, Steam Generators (SGs), Pressurizer, Reactor 
Coolant Pumps (RCPs) and connecting pipes as well as the passive safety systems, Core Makeup Tanks (CMTs), Accumulators 
(ACCs), Automatic Depressurization System (ADS) and Passive Residual Heat Removal system (PRHR) are included in this 
model. The M&E vessel side input evolution after the break for the accident simulated is shown below, Fig 3.  

 

 
 

Fig 3. LBLOCA Vessel side M&E Input (a) Pressure (b) Vessel Side Liquid Flow (c) Vessel Side Vapor Flow 
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6. LBLOCA results 

The case took 120 hours of CPU to run given that the total time simulation was 500 s. As a consequence of the injection, 
there is an increase of the containment temperature and pressure. The break occurs 20 seconds after the beginning of the 
simulation.  The results of the LBLOCA simulation are shown below. 

The evolution of the pressure is homogeneous within the containment during the whole transient, as shown in Fig 4. The 
pressure does not vary significantly, excluding the IRWST, where the pressure increases in 50 kPa due to the pressure of the 
water column. The evolution of the average temperature for different containment compartments is shown in Fig 5. As shown, 
the containment has a heterogeneous distribution of temperatures, this also can be seen in Fig 6 (b). 

The evolution of pressure and temperature, are post-processed with ProTON (UPM proprietary Code) and ParaView [25]. 
Those are necessary codes for the complete description of the three dimensional phenomena during a LBLOCA in the AP1000. 
With ProTON, each room properties (P, T, etc.) are calculated taking in to account the cell size and porosity, as well as the full 
containment values. This allows an easy comparison between rooms and/or Lumped Parameter Model (LPM).  

 

Fig 4. Pressure evolution in different containment rooms during the accident 

 

 

Fig 5. Temperature evolution in different containment rooms during the accident 
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The first pressure and temperature peak occurs 15 s after the break. It is located in the room of the broken loop (SG1 cage), and 
in the pressurizer cage, which is in the same loop as the break. The peak reaches 376 kPa and 142 ºC. The IRWSRT reaches its 
peak 38 seconds after the break, with a delay compared to the higher peaks, with a value of 114ºC. At that time, the pressure in 
containment is 368 kPa and the saturation temperature for this pressure is 143ºC approximately, so the inventory in the IRWST 
does not reach boiling. The average temperature in the full containment does not exceed 126 ºC.  

After the peaks the vapor condensation in the IRWST and PCCS reduces the temperature and pressure in containment. The 
flow patterns during the accident can be seen in Fig 6 (c). Practically all the inventory released from the break flows upwards 
through the SG cage of the break and then it homogenizes over the dome. During the first 10 s after the accident the flow reaches 
50 m/s, forced convection is therefore present. After 20 s, the velocities are below 10 m/s and natural convection is the main 
convective heat transfer process.  

In addition to convection processes, condensation is also present. After 500 seconds, the heat transfer structures, including the 
PCCS, as well as the IRWST have condensed 20000 kg of steam. 

 

 
 

 

Fig 6. 3D visualization of the (a) Temperature; (b) Pressure and; (c) Streamlines at certain times during the accident.  

7. Conclusions 

AP1000 is a Generation III+ reactor, and it has some unique features in its containment. These features make its simulation 
very challenging with three dimensional models. The containment can be easily modeled with a LPM. However, the accuracy lost 
by the assumptions of a LPM could be critical in terms of temperature analysis.  In this research, the capacity of GOTHIC for 
simulating a LBLOCA in a three dimensional AP1000 containment model has been tested. The model includes all mayor 
components, as well as the stainless steel liner.  

The GOTHIC three dimensional containment model has been created following established guidelines in the literature, and the 
M&E release has been obtained from an AP1000 TRACE model. Once the DBA has been simulated, this subdivided volume 
requires of special tools to analyze the simulation data. The tools used are ProTON and ParaView and they allow performing a 
three dimensional analysis of all relevant variables during the accident. The results show that the pressure distribution is 
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homogeneous during the accident, this is because pressure is transported at sonic speed and it rapidly spreads through the 
containment. However, temperature distribution is more heterogeneous. This is because temperature is transported by convective-
diffusive processes and those are slower than the pressure transport mechanisms. The highest peak during the simulation occur in 
the room of the break, which is 18ºC more than the total averaged, which is approximately the temperature that would be obtained 
with a LPM.  It is remarkable that the temperature peaks observed at the beginning of the transient that cannot be observed with a 
LPM. Besides the accuracy gain within the subdivision of space domain.  Taking into account three dimensional phenomena (Such 
as 3D flow patterns, water stagnation or forced convection) which are neglected in LPMs, could lead to more accurate simulations 
and a better understanding of the accident. An increase on the use of containment three dimensional models will be probably seen 
in the following years.  

 
DISCLAIMER 

 
This paper is the result of the analysis carried out by the research group of the Technical University of Madrid and therefore Westinghouse Electric Company and 
the USNRC were not involved in such investigations and they are not responsible about the contents here exposed.  
 
AP1000 is a trademark or registered trademark in the United States of Westinghouse Electric Company LLC, its subsidiaries and/or its affiliates. This mark may 
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